national belonging is through the creation of fiction. The practice by which writing remediates the orphaned generation's experience of loss is exemplified in Fernández's 2002 novel Mapocho: "I think that it falls to my generation to undertake the work of fictionalizing, to take control of the facts, to make them ours, to take them from the officials and the museums, and to install them in the unconscious collective where the pieces will be returned to a more complex and powerful whole." 2 Fernández undertakes the difficult task of charting the kind of "memoryscape" that she describes in her interview through the memory-puzzle presented in the fictionalized urbanscape of Santiago. Within the pages of fiction, Fernández captures a sense of disassociation from space and time, as well as the feeling of alienation and loss.
Pinochet 's dictatorship (1973-1990) imposed sweeping reformsglobalized trade, neoliberalism, privatization, free market policies, repression of labor unions-and disappeared and tortured in clandestine detention centers those who resisted or opposed the regime. These twin forces-neoliberalism and military violence-had profound impacts on Santiago itself and transformed its urban folds in order to accommodate models of transnational free market capitalism. Through this process, the city came to take the shape of other major metropolitan centers: reorganized along the lines of neoliberalism, with its communal spaces replaced by shopping malls, glittering billboards, and generic modern office towers. Mapocho takes as a central premise that memories are embedded in social relationships to public space; however, as the dictatorship opened the doors to global capital, the touchstones of cultural identity incorporated into the specific architectural contours of the city itself began to disappear. Transnationalism-a force marked by increasing interconnectivity between people and the weakening of national borders to accommodate the flows of laissez-faire capitalism-caused Santiago (at least on the surface level) to look more and more like any other major metropolitan center: a generic "non-place" (Augé, Sarlo) .
Andrea Jeftanovic takes the position that Mapocho itself functions as a guidebook to a kind of "anti-tour"-one that resists the erasure enacted by the forces of neoliberal transformations within the transnational city. As Santiago becomes increasingly indistinguishable from other urban centers across the globe, Fernández's fiction fights to preserve its rooted difference: "Along the routes that the siblings take through the city, in a kind of anti-touristic tour, the stories that aren't sites of memory are capable of resisting the amnesia of the market forces that have become the city's dominant organizational model?
The Guacha Generation Re-reads the City As Sergio Rojas writes: "En sentido estricto, no estamos ante la literatura de una generación, sino ante la literatura de los hijos de una generación, y entonces se escribe desde esa condición, la de 'hijos', a los que les fue arrebatada la posibilidad de la novela" (240): "Strictly speaking, we're not looking at the literature of a generation, but at the literature of the children of a generation, and so it is written from that point of view, that of 'children', those who had the possibility of the novel snatched away from them." 4 The generational experience of the guacha demanded a corresponding literary response, most broadly known as "La Nueva Narrativa" or "The New Narrative" (Collyer) . 5 Because these authors compose fictional accounts set in the time of their childhood, they do not have fully formed remembrances of this historical period. The specific memories are often "blurred" into the category of the "everyday." Rojas argues that the only way to distill the importance of these memories-to sift through the many fragments and pieces to find those key to reconstructing a generational experience of traumais through writing fiction (250). Mapocho undertakes exactly this task: as the protagonist, la Rucia, exemplifies, scrambled memories are only organized through writing and walking the city-a process by which isolated remembrances are re-attached to spatially based practices. Through modes of popular storytelling, fantasy, and historical retelling, la Rucia is able to re-appropriate the lost spaces of the neighborhood for collective mourning and remembrance.
At the very start of the novel, Fernández suggests that the indeterminate space between life and death holds possibility; Mapocho privileges the provisional, the moments and states in which the cityscape, coated in layers of historical lies, can be read differently. Fernández's prose opens up new ways of imagining an alternative future that breaks from the timelessness and placelessness imposed by neoliberalism. The book begins with a quotation from one of Latin American literature's most well-known stories of ghostly haunting-Chilean author María Luisa Bombal's 1938 avant-garde feminist novel La amortajada (The Shrouded Woman). Fernández pulls herself into this literary lineage: "Había sufrido la muerte de los vivos. Ahora anhelaba la inmersión total, la segunda muerte: la muerte de los muertos"; "She had suffered the death of the living. Now she longed for total immersion, a second death: the death of the dead." As Fernando J. Rosenberg argues, the Latin American avant-garde writers of the 1920s and 1930s established the conditions by which a critique of modernity and an increasingly homogenized global culture became possible, and an awareness of the dynamics of geopolitics emerged.
6 Following this tradition, Mapocho draws upon a special state of existence-the idea of haunting and the implication that it brings memories of the unsettled past into the living world of the present-to create a ghostly, surreal picture of post-dictatorship Santiago. Fernández constructs a world in which something exists below the surface of the "real" city-something that is hauntingly more real than the real.
Fernández depicts a city whose contours glisten with neon lights and modern façades, but whose streets are unsettled by the haunting presence of overlapping ghosts-each corresponding to distinct moments of troubled national history. The novel has an extremely complex plot; its characters' movements through the city weave together an exploration of the evolution of the la Chimba neighborhood (which translates from the Quechua as "de la otra banda": "from the other group" or "del otro lado": "from the other side"), a traditionally indigenous and working-class sector of Santiago, historically situated at a distance from the urban center on the opposite side of the Mapocho River that runs through the city. The novel traces the details of this zone's incorporation into the cityspace at large via the personification of the Calicanto bridge-now lost and buried under the river's water-a project that initially integrated the neighborhood into the growing urban landscape. Mapocho touches upon the figure of Bernardo O'Higgins, founding father and architect of the Cementerio General in this neighborhood, and highlights the history of structural injustices faced by its inhabitants from the time of the Conquest to the military dictatorship. In order to recognize the buried pasts, a special practice of walking, and thereby of reading the cityspace, must be invoked by this member of the second generation.
Making Trauma's Traces Visible
As global capitalism came under crisis in the 1970s, the neoclassical economic theories of the so-called "Chicago Boys"-economists trained under Milton Friedman and Arnold Harberger at the University of Chicago-were used experimentally in Chile to impose sweeping reforms, including free market policies, neoliberalism, privatization, repression of labor unions, and a push towards globalized trade. The effects of this experiment were also felt in the private, social sphere. Fernández came of age under this restructuring of Chilean society, and began to write in its aftermath. As Jean Franco observes, any direct address of the legacy of Chile's dictatorship was avoided during this era; instead, the recently restored democratic government embraced the logic of the market whereby the vestiges of pre-dictatorship social organization were relegated to a forgotten past. Describing the attempt to return to the national fabric what remained of both the militant and the democratic left (in this case, the children of political exiles), Franco writes, "they found themselves in a different world. Older systems of meaning were eroded and old loyalties and principles had become irrelevant" (viii); "Those whose relatives were among the disappeared would find their efforts to discover their fate frustrated while demands for accountability were lost in the babble of the marketplace" (ix). These bodies exist outside of a now totalizing economic system, in which there is no room for the social collectivities of the past. However, Fernández suggests, perhaps fiction can draw forth the traces and fragments of these lost pasts so that they can be seen and heard above the marketplace "babble."
Fernández uses the figure of la Rucia to draw attention to the spaces, bodies, and corresponding social networks that are erased by the neoliberal cityscape. When her brother, el Indio, disappears from the Mediterranean island, la Rucia feels compelled to follow the traces of his ghostly footsteps. Upon her return to Santiago, however, la Rucia's identity is eclipsed by the force of the memories she encounters; as she wanders through the urban sites, her footsteps stir up the suppressed memories she stumbles upon. She becomes a collector of marginal stories-a body dominated by the power of these "post"-memories that have yet to be told, that have still to find a resting place. La Rucia's life is overshadowed by these unspoken pasts-histories she does not yet understand, that she cannot begin to narrativize or put words to. She can only cling to the puzzle pieces with the hope of one day being able to unscramble their meaning; in the meantime, she searches for her brother.
However, la Rucia's search is revealed to be more complicated than she had anticipated, as the only clue to locating her brother in the radically altered space of the city is to find her childhood home, situated in la Chimba. The bodies of la Chimba's inhabitants are precisely the ones that are a threat to the neoliberal city's organizational model: they are excess labor eliminated from the visible urban fabric, "ghosted" by the forces of the market and the authoritarian regime.
In an opening scene, after receiving the mysterious call from her brother to join him in their natal home, la Rucia sits overlooking the Mapocho River for the first time since she was exiled. She examines a map of the city's layout on the back of a telephone book, while simultaneously scanning the urbanscape itself, trying to reconcile her fuzzy childhood memories to a landscape that has been radically transformed during her time in exile:
Santiago changed its face. Like a snake shedding its skin, the city shook off its plazas, old mansions, pharmacies, and neighborhood corner stores, matinee movie theaters, soccer fields, kiosks, cobbled streets. Santiago removed its crusts of earth and now they moved toward the sky, returning to Rucia's memory who, seated in a restaurant facing the Mapocho, with the spine of a spotted eel on her plate, tried to identify on the map on the telephone book that she had lent her, something that sounded familiar, something she could recognize (19).
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A fly-feet oily from landing in her meal-perches on the telephone book in front of her, and proceeds to leave chaotic and confused tracks across the map of urban space; la Rucia realizes the extent to which the city has changed, and the near impossibility of the quest for the kind of homecoming she desires. How can she locate the family home in the midst of such a morphed urban landscape? Where can she find the tracks of her elusive father, the memories of her grandmother, the ghost of her brother, within a labyrinth of radically altered streets? She decides the only possible path is to follow the river itself-a geographical feature that weaves its way through the entirety of the city, a journey that will allow for a panoramic view of both time and space: "But the Mapocho is big, it crosses the entire city. She would have to travel it completely, from its banks to its depths . . . and with all of the changes that had been made, with all of the neon advertisements . . . it made it difficult" (20).
8 La Rucia has to learn to read the cityscape differently in order to decipher its fundamentally transformed landscape.
Overwhelmed by the maze-like footprints of the fly, la Rucia turns to face the city's skyline. As she solicits help from the restaurant owner, she begins to describe her old family home in memories narrated in her head like fairytales, beginning "érase una vez" ("once upon a time"). La Rucia locates the house through intimate stories about place. She details for the restaurant owner the steps upon which her father used to tell never-ending stories and perform magic tricks for the local children, where the neighbors used to gather to watch friendly soccer games on Saturdays. Her memories of the barrio involve a living space, and depend upon locating specific place-based practices. However, the restaurant owner rejects the idea that this is a valid means of navigating cartography. The woman warns her that not many homes like these exist anymore-old mansions that have been torn down to make way for modern office towers-but that buildings in Santiago are well-ordered and have been organized by systems of numbering. It should not be difficult to find, she suggests, if la Rucia can determine the exact address: "I don't know what idea you have of us, but here it's very strange that anyone asks about a house. Here, the houses have numbers and they're available on streets with first and last names, since we're not aboriginal, we're very organized, from the Conquest to this very day our houses have an exact location so that people and mail arrive without problems" (22).
10 By insisting on a particular way of ordering space, the restaurant owner denies the power of la Rucia's memories as a means of navigation; they have become obsolete recollections that can no longer serve in the well-ordered city. The city has lost its social networks that once encouraged a practice of place-based belonging. Instead, the urban space functions according to the well-ordered logic of the doctrine of neoliberalism, enforced by Pinochet's regime and continuing in its aftermath, in which nothing escapes the totalizing system. Through fiction, Fernández makes a literary return to sites of loss in the urban fabric, where important touchstones for collective memory-such as la Rucia's childhood home-were deliberately altered by the dictatorship as a means of social control and cleansing. In the neoliberal city, place has been transformed into what Marc Augé might term a "non-place"-airports, hotel rooms, retail outlets-places that are not distinctive from one national context to another. In his essay, "Non-Places: An Introduction to Supermodernity" (2009), however, Augé emphasizes that the historical place-based specificity of any given node in an urban network is not lost forever: "Place and non-place are rather like opposed polarities: the first is never totally completed; they are like palimpsests on which the scrambled game of identity and relations is ceaselessly rewritten" (79); "places and non-places intertwine and tangle together" (107). The act of narration is key to integrating these metaphorical fragments of the past into the fabric of the contemporary city. Through narration, la Rucia as ghostly protagonist is able to mark the traces of this absence. It is only through highlighting the specific nature of forgotten corners of the city that these past layers of pre-dictatorship Santiago shine through, piercing the shell of the placeless global metropolis imposed by the forces of globalization.
As Michael Lazzara points out, engaging with the post-dictatorship cityscape is akin to the project of archaeological digging. Like an archeological excavation, there is the corresponding necessity to rebuild from the shards and fragments that emerge in the process: "After the ruins have been buried, they should be activated, woven into a narrative context. Like the archaeologist that unearths fragments of a shattered past, he remembers to decide what must be done with the memory fragments; he must decide how to use them and what form to give them" (Lazzara 207) .
11 By suturing together the traces of lost places and their corresponding social practices-sites that guard hints of a yet-to-be-narrativized past-Fernández pieces back together forgotten practices of inhabiting the city and therefore suppressed ways of interpreting history. Her novel undertakes the task of locating those sites in the reconfigured city capable of prompting an engagement with the practice of collective remembrance and social healing. Fernández resists the idea that Santiago exists as just another world city or that its inhabitants will forget its particular, site-based history, and its traces of trauma. Instead, her "anti-tour"-her novelized map-charts a new way of interacting with the city, one that pulls Santiago from the blur of identical transnational spaces and insists upon its specificity. La Rucia's childhood home does not belong to the era of numbering and organization insisted upon by the restaurant owner, but to a past way of ordering her neighborhood. These are memories of now dead spatial practices belonging to sites in decay or ruin, to places destroyed or erased in the urban landscape. The location of this childhood space in ruins escapes the totalizing system of organization, and la Rucia must find alternative ways of locating it within the city (22). She must turn to oral history and storytelling-memories of the ghosts that haunt and disrupt the order of the transnational city-to find her place; she must exist in the margins, and utilize these equally marginal stories and spaces to unravel her complicated position within a city whose script has no clear-cut place for her. La Rucia's subsequent paths through the city begin to chart for the reader a guide to a practice of walking through space that will uncover a counter-history of Santiago. She orients herself spatially in the city by finding "el poto de la Virgen." This unusual landmark refers to the twenty-two-meter statue of the Virgin Mary that sits atop the Cerro San Cristóbal-a hill that was also used for orientation during the founding of the city by the Spanish. The statue-which is lit up at night-is a landmark ever-visible from the city of Santiago below. The hill itself ties into the history of the la Chimba neighborhood as stones from its quarry were used to build the bridge that initially incorporated the once rural zone into the urban fabric of greater Santiago. However, la Chimba-in its marginalized position across the river from the city's center-can only see the backside of the figure, and its residents pray only to the virgin's "poto." Remembering the words of her grandmother, la Rucia at last finds her natal home: "Every time you get lost . . . remember that we live looking at the rear end of the Virgin. The lady doesn't have eyes for us, and she only looks at those on the other side of the river, therefore while the rest of the city prays to her pious face, we content ourselves with her behind" (28). 12 The only information useful for la Rucia's orientation in the city comes from her stored knowledge of stories-oral traditions passed down through inter-generational transmission. Official maps are of no use to her, because she searches for traces of the past that do not fit a well-ordered version of the city's modern cartography. Instead she must "Enfocar la visión del presente y ajustarla nítida a la del pasado" ("Focus her present-oriented vision and adjust it sharply to the past") (29). La Rucia forces the reader to see the overlapping layers of occluded pasts that nonetheless leave their mark on the present.
When she at last arrives in la Chimba, all traces of the neighborhood she remembers have been erased. The familiar buildings have been replaced with a modern glass office tower whose shiny façade reflects billboards and flashy neon publicity (28). While she finds her childhood home within the tangle of new construction, it is split in two. Her body parallels the space of the house-the scar that runs down her face echoes the form of the two halves of her former home (30). The neighborhood is described in anthropomorphic terms; it lives and breathes as if it were human, and as if it can one day be resuscitated:
The Neighborhood is dead. Night falls and they close the shop windows, they turn off the neon lights, the neon signs. The event has ended, and the people close themselves in one place or another so as not to leave. They desert the empty streets, hidden, they take out their contact lenses, their wigs, their false eyelashes, their girdles bought from the latest infomercial on cable television. They wash the makeup from their faces, their faces are left clean, baggy-eyed, pale like a spirit. The Neighborhood is dead. It doesn't breathe the festive air that la Rucia remembers. The smell of friendly Sunday soccer matches, raffles, and weekend flea markets. Now they don't drink mate in the doorways of the houses, they don't play ball in the street, they don't invent stories or magic tricks on the red steps each afternoon. Now everything is silence and sea mist. Dense fog that reveals the occasional black figure crossing the night (59). 13 However, it is only with her broken body that la Rucia is able to revive equally destroyed neighborhoods. It is through this space of dreaming that she resuscitates not only dead bodies, but also dead spacesneglected sites in the cityscape that hold the key to still-living memory. The novel seeks to map these spaces-to mark points now made familiar to la Rucia-and to call forth the memories of the disappeared bodies that once kept this neighborhood alive.
At last, la Rucia's wandering paths through the city lead her to the site of a modern office tower now dominating the ghosted neighborhood of her youth, and subsequently, to her father, Fausto. Fausto is later revealed to have betrayed the memory of the neighborhood by agreeing to write an "official history" of Chile in exchange for his safety, one in which he edits out the structural violence his former neighbors and friends faced under military repression-many of whom were killed by the regime and their bodies "disappeared." The ghosts of these community members surround the modern office tower, calling for Fausto to kill himself over his betrayal: "The dead live. They are a reality. They resurrect daily and wander the streets of the neighborhood. They all look for him, call to him, point at him with their index fingers. It's so difficult to make out some of them. They camouflage themselves perfectly, dress like the living, talk and cry like the living. The most innocent ones even believe that they are alive" (115).
14 However, la Rucia is able to counter the "official" narrative of history constructed by her father, as the fragmented stories she encounters come to her in alternative voices and forms, and disrupt the neatly bound pages of the history books that Fausto has produced; the ghosts tell their tales in the mode of community narratives, repeating the verbal gestures "Dicen que" and "Érase una vez" ("They say that," "Once upon a time").
This mode of storytelling unravels the history of the office tower itself, reframing it as a kind of community memorial: "The glass tower emerges in the middle of the neighborhood like one of those enormous monoliths that mark places where highway accidents have occurred. The ones that say 'in memory of,' that have name and date, but that aren't quite roadside shrines because of their ugly and careless construction. No one lights candles for them, no one lays down a flower for them, they are only viewed by some sensitive driver in a car who comments, 'Look, someone died here'" (97). 15 The tower continues to haunt la Rucia; she cannot escape its call to remember: "La Rucia feels the shadow of the glass tower on her back as she walks through the streets. She cannot free herself from it. The enormous monolith, the reminder: Look, someone died here" (103). 16 She later discovers that this site actually marks the place where the entire neighborhood was held prisoner by the military in their own soccer field, and where they were collectively killed in a fire; the spectral soccer players remain behind, engaged in a never-ending attempt to score a goal, moving simultaneously forward and nowhere in the space of purgatory, waiting for their story to be told. Only Fausto survives the fire, as his status as official historian exonerates him in the eyes of the military; his deliberate omission of the neighborhood's history, and of the human rights violations that occurred on his very street, doubly implicate him in this history of unspoken violence. Thus, the office tower serves as both a marker and a reminder of the dead. This unofficial monolith signals the absence of those individuals disappeared under the dictatorship and serves as a silent testament to a whole history of anonymous bodies lost to past injustices-bodies that lack marked graves or pages in history books. The office tower plays with precisely the space of entanglement described by Augé: it is at once a "non-place" and a deeply significant place. As a symbol of neoliberal capitalism, it ostensibly erases what existed on the site before-the living, breathing neighborhood of complex social relations eclipsed by the city's transnational facelift. However, as a monolith, it also preserves this absence, marking missing bodies in the face of institutional oppression.
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Finding Memory-Markers: Official and Unofficial Gravesites Macarena Gómez-Barris points to the fact that those who were detained, tortured, and disappeared under Pinochet's dictatorship were also those bodies who threatened the neoliberal regime's ordering logic-the working class, the indigenous, women-those who Robinson might call the "underclass", "supernumeraries", or the "redundant," those "who are alienated and not absorbed into the global capitalist economy and who are structurally under-and unemployed" (23): "In an effort to rebrand the nation as a global capitalist player, the state again reproduced exclusion, whereby dead, damaged, and disappeared bodies became the debris of capitalist restructuring" (17). In Fernán-dez's novel, these spectral bodies-those who lay outside the bounds of the transnational cityspace, who do not fit into the world of modern office towers and shopping malls-are represented as literal ghosts. Their haunted footsteps bring to mind Michel de Certeau's differentiation between tactics and strategies. In The Practice of Everyday Life, he defines "strategies" as those methods adopted at the level of the institution, the government, or the corporation in order to present the city as a unified whole; tactics, on the other hand, are those methods utilized by the everyday city dweller. Because tactics are individual and infinitely variable, they can never be fully controlled, and therefore constantly undermine the impossible institutional goal of totality and unity: "one can try another path: one can analyze the microbe-like, singular and plural practices . . . one can follow the swarming activity of these procedures that, far from being regulated or eliminated by panoptic administration, have reinforced themselves in a proliferating illegitimacy" (96).
La Rucia utilizes these tactics to undermine the logic of the transnational city; in the threshold-space created by her (almost) death, la Rucia is able to conjure forth memories of historical injustice still guarded by these now forgotten memory places-sites that wait for the appropriate interlocutor, the figure through which to communicate the stories of their layered pasts. The novel engages with memory practices through physical sites and urban space. In her exploration of the city-a map that has been transformed almost beyond recognition by the double forces of modernization and traumatic memory-la Rucia charts the tensions between reading the living city and reading a city of memory "post"-catastrophe.
The juxtaposition between official and unofficial gravesites becomes even clearer when la Rucia encounters her father in the space of the Cementerio General, a site located in the la Chimba neighborhood; in this scene, Fausto is burying her remains and those of her brother. At this point, unaware of her own death, and unaware that this stranger is her father, she connects with this man and empathizes with his process of mourning. The interaction highlights the importance of sites that mark the presence of the dead; as the novel describes, a grave is a kind of human right: "Here, the headstones emerge from the earth like out-of-use ID cards. Even though your body isn't more than a meter long, even if you haven't lived beyond a sigh, it doesn't matter whether you were an angel or a demon . . . everyone has a right to a tomb . . . everyone enjoys their marked headstone in the patio of the silent" (103).
18 This reference to "the patio of the silent" presumably evokes Patio 29-a special section of the cemetery that was used as an anonymous mass grave for those killed by the military regime. Interestingly, it was not until 2006, four years after the publication of this novel, that the site was named a national monument. This space is just one of many signaled by the novel as a potential place of remembrance and healing. Writing on Mapocho, Daniel Noemi Voionmaa describes the context of Latin America's transnational urban environment: "The city has moved from a fixed territorial entity to a deterritorialized geobody looking for a time, the uchronic city" (110). In these spaces, history and memory vanish: "In one sense, to talk about 'after catastrophe' is an oxymoron, because it is an ongoing event, therefore without an 'after.' . . . These writings are dealing precisely with that possible impossibility" (111). Voionmaa points to the novel's exploration of the neoliberal strategies of spatial organization imposed by Pinochet's dictatorship-a strategy that he views as an attempt to freeze time and space, transforming the city into a place of timeless "no-where-ness." As Idelber Avelar describes in his 1999 work, which speaks to the topic of dictatorship and memory, The Untimely Present: Postdictatorial Latin American Fiction and the Task of Mourning: "If the dictatorships have resignified every corner of the city, if the catastrophe is blocked from public memory by the absence of monuments to the dead, postdictatorial literature depicts the urban space as an allegorical ruin. It is through these ruins that postcatastrophe literature reactivates the hope of providing an entrance into a traumatic experience that has seemingly been condemned to silence and oblivion" (10).
19 Andrea Jeftanovic adds that the experience of reading the novel is akin to a cartographical project-a process of "recreating a map with distinctive perceptions or visions of the city so as to sketch a process of constructing identity," especially those spaces of "'temporal condensation' in which myth and history are interwoven" (83). 20 The points on the map that Mapocho highlights are precisely those capable of housing collective memory and becoming sites for communal remembrance.
Fernández paints a network of interconnected sites that resist the re-narrativizing strategies of the dictatorship and instead push towards a grounded telling of history-one that spans beyond the bounds of this historical moment and that considers the memories that lay dormant behind the façade and beneath the foundations of the modernized city. One example of such grounded history is the El Cal y Canto bridge, built in 1780 at great cost to human lives in order to connect la Chimba to the city at large, or the Mapocho River itself where la Rucia forever floats in her coffin along with the ghosts of many un-named "disappeared." The novel traces the history of la Chimba's incorporation into the cityspace at large via the personification of these sites. In order to recognize the buried and layered histories of structural injustices, a special practice of walking, and thereby of reading the cityspace, must be performed by this member of the second generation. If Fausto's job was to rewrite history to serve a particular political project, then la Rucia's pathway through the city-in her unique position of a second-generation exile and in the liminal space between life and death-re-opens historical possibilities through a bodily reading of city space. Both the modern office tower and the space of the cemetery come to take on multiple meanings under la Rucia's reviving gaze.
This novel gestures towards what Robert Bevan might call "unintentional monuments"-sites that have "by virtue of their history and the identification that their builders and users have with them, have had meaning thrust upon them" (14). As Bevan describes in The Destruction of Memory: Architecture at War (2007) , in instances where sites of collective identity have been intentionally destroyed, the layers of meaning attached to these places become more complex: "If the touchstones of identity are no longer there to be touched, memories fragment and dislocate . . . out of sight can become, literally, out of mind both for those whose patrimony has been destroyed and for the destroyers" (16). The dead are memorialized in these sites of erasuretheir memories and ghosts cling to lost sites in the transnational city. However, by the end of the novel, the reader is made to realize that the neighborhood still lives; it, too, exists in a liminal space between life and death-waiting for attentive interlocutors to peel back its layers, to recognize the complexity of its place-based stories:
The Neighborhood lives. It hides behind its thick asphalt that has carpeted its ancient cobblestones. Its adobe walls breathe, exhausted, their ancient vapor perfumes the streets when the pollution recedes after a day of rain. The Neighborhood lives. One senses it beyond the shop windows and neon advertisements. It's buried by construction, by ads for cable television and mobile phones. Machines pass over it, traffic jams at 7:00 p.m., scaffolding is raised, people circulate. The Neighborhood lies beneath everyone's quickened pace. But sometimes, when the earth shakes itself with a passing tremor, the Neighborhood breathes and shows clearly the pieces of its flesh. (189) 21 This description clearly highlights neoliberalism as the force responsible for concealing these memories of violence, as the city's reconfigured urban spaces seek to accommodate transnational flows of goods and bodies. What does not fit into the totalizing model is "ghosted"-scrubbed from the urban fabric.
It is precisely the role of the ghosted to serve as keepers and protectors of these lost touchstones of memory, as signals for future generations that these are sites of collective importance. Avery Gordon, in Ghostly Matters: Haunting and the Sociological Imagination (1997, 2008) claims that the ghost "is not simply a dead or a missing person, but a social figure, and investigating it can lead to that dense site where history and subjectivity make social life" (8). Building on this work in her 2012 Ghost-Watching American Modernity: Haunting, Landscape, and the Hemispheric Imagination, María del Pilar Blanco argues that ghosts both engage with and mark the presence of precisely these types of complex landscapes; she calls upon readers of "ghost stories" to "vigilantly account . . . for the spatiotemporal coordinates that merge to produce a site of haunting" (1). For del Pilar Blanco, experiencing haunting means "sensing the collision of temporalities or spaces" (1); ghosts are inherently connected to social and communal perceptions of placeperceptions that can shift or change over time. How the reader reacts to the stories that the haunting presence of la Rucia conjures forth-and how this ghostly signaling changes the way we read the urban landscape of Santiago-urges the reader of Mapocho to engage with the altered landscape, to recognize and grapple with this anxiety of haunted place, in order to read Santiago with new eyes, fragmenting its shiny, modern and transnational façade, and engaging critically with the architectural layers of its buried pasts. 
Conclusion: Writing as a Restorative Act
Writing is a restorative act that reclaims site-specific memories through storytelling and helps to unsettle the homogenized contents of the transnational city. In the face of neoliberalism and its program of forceful urban transformations from the 1970s forward-a larger trend that came to dominate all of Latin America and the global south in its unquenchable search for new markets and territories for capitalist expansion-Fernández's novel becomes a platform from which to think about the task of preserving cultural memory. Collective remembrance-often erased in the amnesic folds of the transnational citycan be revived by breaking through the scripted form of the global urban landscape. Fernández resuscitates these places by insisting upon the fictional act of marking these sites of historical and place-based specificity that belong to a previous logic of ordering the city.
Rather than creating a static monument to state trauma, Fernández charts a cartography where the reader can move fluidly in time and space, scraping beneath the city's surface to reveal the layers of historical trauma that compose its foundation. The timeline of traumatic events in Mapocho extends back to the foundational violence of the act of the conquest in order to disrupt the official telling of history and to map the complexity of ways in which the era of Pinochet's dictatorship relates to a longer history of Chile. Fernández's novel complicates and reanimates the lost ties that once linked dead bodies and dead social spaces; it suspends the traces that remain of post-dictatorial Santiago in a kind of fictional limbo for her reader to explore. The book itself becomes an urban guide or map-a tool to make sense of the post-dictatorial landscape. The power of writing resuscitates these lost webs of social interaction, enabling the reader to piece together the puzzle of riddles inherited by the guacha generation as they unfold across the urban landscape.
23 Fiction enables the reader to dig beneath the neoliberal transformation of the city to discover those places capable of housing traumatic memory hidden within its folds. Moreover, these sites hold the potential to pass on this memory to future generations whose relationship to the past remains uncertain. Even in the face of a radically uncertain past, these spaces allow memory to be read topographically, uncovering constellations of space and time, and revealing new ways of thinking about this specific moment of historical trauma.
Fiction is a means of re-conceiving the way in which bodies move through cityspaces, of re-conceptualizing the memories evoked by particular sites in the urban landscape. Fernández's novel suggests that without storytelling-without stories that are intrinsically connected to specific places in the city-memories cannot be passed from one generation to the next. Walking the city, even through the pages of fiction, becomes a new way of writing memory spaces, carving new trajectories for experiencing and imagining the city differently. Through her novel, these urban landmarks stripped of social meaning by the obscuring effects of the dictatorship have been re-narrativized for a new generation in Santiago; within the space of fiction, Fernández rewrites the city script for the guacha generation.
Ursuline College Notes 1. (All translations are my own): "Soy parte de una generación guacha. Guacho en Chile es el huérfano, el que no tiene papá ni mamá. . . . Siento que crecimos un poco perdidos en el espacio, desconcertados, sin comprender del todo lo que pasaba a nuestro alrededor, con preguntas atragantadas y enigmas sin resolver. . . . Cuando llegó la democracia pensamos que todo se aclararía pero no fue así. Muchas preguntas se quedaron sin respuestas y el puzle seguía ahí, lleno de acertijos." 2. "Creo que a mi generación le toca hacer el trabajo de ficcionalizar, de apropiarse de los hechos, de pasarlos por nosotros, sacarlos de la oficialidad y el museo, e instalarlos en ese inconsciente colectivo donde los pedacitos se vuelven un todo más complejo y poderoso." 3. "En el recorrido que hacen los hermanos por la ciudad, en una suerte de tour anti-turístico, se nos muestran aquellas historias que no se cuentan a los extranjeros, las que 'ensuciarían' la imagen de Santiago como metrópoli globalizada" (77).
4. See also Ana Ros' work, The Post-Dictatorship Generation in Argentina, Chile and Uruguay: Collective Memory and Cultural Production (2012) . The author, born in Uruguay in 1975, explores the characteristics of what constitutes this particular generational group. Because the dictatorship in Chile lasted seventeen years, these children truly grew up entirely under the regime:
For these children's parents, the dictatorship is related to traumatic memories they were unable to evoke or painful experiences they prefer not to revisit. Additionally, the public sphere, representatives of the armed forces, the government, and the human rights associations defended conflicting narratives about the meaning of dictatorial repression. In lieu of a historicized perspective and an analysis of different actors' involvement, the post-dictatorship generation had to make do with the precept of remembering the military crimes in order to "never again" live through this kind of horror. This caused a state of confusion: How were such atrocities between the groups and individuals around them possible / How was one to prevent crimes committed by armed forces supposed to protect the collectivity? How was one to conceive of positive change after so many were tortured and murdered for wanting a better world? The present appeared enigmatic, and the future became a minefield. As a consequence, many members of the post-dictatorship generation became indifferent and were unable to relate their anger and frustration about the present to a conflictive past that also held the key to social change. (Ros 4) 5. As Resha S. Cardone points out, the group also has been labeled "The Generation of 1990"; "The Group of Very Young Writers"; "The McOndo Generation"; "The Emerging Generation"; "The Generation of 1987"; "The Group of Cultural Industry"; and "Generation X"; their prose is joined by its exploration of the negative effects of the neoliberal dictatorial regime, by its preoccupation with seeking justice for human rights violations, and by its attempt to create a sense of collective memory through fiction writing. For more on this generational literary response, see Macarena Areco's Cartografía de la novela chilena reciente (2015); Juan Armando Epple's "La nación ausente en la nueva narrativa femenina chilena" (2006); Guillermo García-Corales' El debate cultural y la literatura chilena actual: un diálogo con cinco generaciones de escritores (2007); Sergio Rojas' "Profundo superficie: memoria de lo cotidiano en la literatura chilena" (2015); Willem Bieke's "Desarraigo y nostalgia. El motivo de la vuelta a casa en tres novelas chilenas recientes" (2013).
In the introduction to his 2006 The Avant-Garde and Geopolitics in Latin
America, Fernando J. Rosenberg writes: "This book is about the avant-gardes of Latin America and their critique of modernity. Rather than engaging in the construction of an alternative modernity or attempting to renegotiate the modern in relation to the traditional, these vanguardists, I contend, sought to produce a critique of the modern as a global project" (1). By inserting herself into this literary tradition and carrying it forward, Fernández continues this critique. From the periphery, she uses these literary strategies to challenge the homogenizing forces of neoliberal capitalism.
7. "Santiago cambió el rostro. Como una serpiente desprendiéndose del cuerpo usado, la ciudad se ha sacudido plazas, casonas viejas, boticas y almacenes del barrio, cines de matine, canchas de fútbol, quioscos, calles adoquinadas. Santiago removió sus costras y ahora ellas se van por los aires, vuelvan en la memoria de la Rucia que, sentada en una cocinería frente al Mapocho, con el espinazo de un congrio mosqueado en su plato, trata de identificar en el mapa de la guía telefónica que le ha prestado algo que le suene familiar, algo que le parezca conocido" (19).
8. "Pero el Mapocho es grande, cruza la ciudad completa. Tendría que recorrerlo entero, desde la cordillera hacia abajo, para poder encontrar algo que la ubicara y la llevara a su barrio de infancia, y con todos los cambios que han hecho, con tanto aviso de neón, tanta vitrina de color maquillándolo todo, se hace muy difícil" (20).
9. As previously mentioned, Jeftanovic has pointed out that this book is almost a cartographical project-a process of mapping that will take into account communal forms of identity making. This is a vision of a geography aware of the fact that space is inherently linked to social practice.
10. "Yo no sé qué idea tendrá usted de nosotros, pero aquí es muy raro que alguien pregunte por una casa. Aquí las casas tienen número y están dispuestas en calles con nombre y apellido, si no somos nada aborígenes, estamos bien organizados, desde la Conquista hasta el día de hoy que nuestras casas tienen ubicación exacta para que la gente y las cartas lleguen sin problemas" (22).
11. "Una vez que las ruinas han sido enterradas, deben ser activadas, entretejidas en un contexto narrativo. Como el arqueólogo que desentierra fragmentos de un pasado hecho trizas, quien recuerda debe decidir que hacer con los fragmentos de la memoria; debe decidir cómo usarlos y qué forma darles" (207).
12. "Cada vez que te pierdas . . . recuerda que vivimos mirando el poto de la Virgen. La doña no tiene ojos para nosotros, sólo mira a los que están del otro lado del río, así es que mientras el resto de la ciudad le reza a su cara piadosa, nosotros nos conformamos con su traste . . ." (28).
13. "El Barrio está muerto. La noche cae y se cierran las vitrinas, se apagan las luces de neón, los letreros colorinches. La función ha terminado y la gente se entierra en algún sitio para no salir. Dejan las calles vacías, se sacan escondidos los lentes de contacto, las pelucas, las pestañas postizas, las fajas compradas en la última promoción de la televisión por cable. Se lavan el maquillaje de la cara, sus rostros quedan limpios, ojerosos, pálidos como los de un ánima. El Barrio está muerto. No se respira el aire de fiesta que la Rucia recuerda. Ese olor a pichanga dominguera, a rifa, a kermesse de fin de semana. Ya no se toma el mate en la puerta de las casas, no se juega a la pelota en la calle, no se hacen historias ni magia en los escalones rojos cada tarde. Ahora todo es silencio y brumas. Neblina densa que deja ver una que otra figura negra cruzando la noche" (59).
14. "Los muertos viven. Son una realidad. Resucitan a diario y vagan por las calles del Barrio. . . . Todos lo buscan, lo llaman, lo apuntan con sus dedos índi-ces. . . . A algunos es tan difícil distinguirlos. Se camuflan perfecto, visten como vivos, hablan y lloran como vivos. Los más inocentes hasta creen que están vivos" (115).
15. "La torre de vidrio emerge en el centro del Barrio como un monolito enorme de esos que marcan los lugares en los que han ocurrido accidentes carreteros. Esos que dicen a la memoria de, los que tienen fecha y nombre, pero que no alcanzan a ser animitas por lo feo y desaliñado de su construcción. Nadie les enciende velas, nadie les pone una flor, sólo son mirados al pasar en el auto por algún conductor sensible que comenta: Ojo, aquí murió alguien" (97).
16. "La Rucia siente la sombra de la torre de vidrio a sus espaldas mientras camina por las calles. No puede librarse de ella. El monolito enorme, el recordatorio: ojo, aquí murió alguien" (103).
17. Beatriz Sarlo describes a similar tension embodied by the space of the mall-another "no-place" she locates within the parallel site of post-dictatorship Argentina-in her work Scenes from Postmodern Life:
The speed with which malls have imposed themselves upon urban culture makes this a change in our customs unlike any other, even in this century so marked by the vagaries of the market and shifting values. It may be argued that this change is superficial and cannot be compared to other social upheavals, but I believe that it synthesizes basic characteristics of what is to come or, rather, of what is already here to stay. In cities that are coming apart and breaking down, this refuge against atomization is perfectly suited to the mood of an epoch. When institutions and the public sphere can no longer construct landmarks that are considered eternal, a monument has arisen whose premise is precisely the speed of commercial flow. Malls hold up a mirror that reflects a crisis of public space in which it is difficult to construct meanings; and the reflected image is an inverted one, in which an ordered torrent of signifiers flows day and night. (17) 18. "Aquí las lápidas emergen de la tierra como cédulas de identidad fuera de uso . . . Aunque tu cuerpo no mide más de un metro, aunque no hayas vivido más que un suspiro, no importa si fuiste un ángel o un demonio . . . todos tienen derecho a una tumba . . . todos gozan de su lápida de identificación en el patio de los callados" (103).
In her 2009
Where Memory Dwells, Macarena Gómez-Barris reflects on the site of Villa Grimaldi-a clandestine detention center that has been transformed into a space of memory (a "Peace Park") within the folds of Santiago: "Perhaps such excesses cannot be monumentalized in places themselves, but rather in the passage through places" (72). I would like to consider this idea of the importance of "passage through places" and how Mapocho can help the reader to symbolically pass through those neglected places of the metropolis. Likewise, Diana Taylor visits this site in an article entitled "Trauma, memoria, y performance: Un recorrido por Villa Grimaldi con Pedro Matta" (2006) in which she considers the relationship between body and space: "Does the space itself transmit the facts?" / "¿Acaso el espacio en sí transmite los hechos?" 20. In the original Spanish: "En la lectura de la novela pareciera que se está 'dibujando' un mapa pero no en el sentido del trazado de una hoja sino de recrear un mapa con las distintas percepciones o visiones de la ciudad para finalmente esbozar un proceso de construcción de identidad. En una urbe son muchos los espacios 'condensadores de temporalidad' en los que mito e historia se entrecruzan, y en donde se superponen no sólo las representaciones de lo visible sino las de la memoria individual y colectiva, referentes connotativos no siempre vividos, sino también 'aprendidos' o simplemente 'leídos,' o bien confesados, conversados, relatos heredados" (Jeftanovic 83).
21. "El Barrio vive. Se esconde tras el grueso alquitrán que han tapizado sus viejos adoquines. Sus muros de adobe respiran hechos polvo, su aliento añejo perfuma las calles cuando la polución recula después de un día de lluvia. El Barrio vive. Se le intuye más allá de las vitrinas y los anuncios de neón. Está sepultado por construcciones, por publicidades de televisión por cable y telefonía móvil. Sobre él las máquinas se pasean, el tránsito se atasca a las siete de la tarde, los andamios se elevan, la gente circula. El Barrio yace bajo el paso acelerado de todos. Pero a veces, cuando la tierra se sacude en un temblor pasajero, el Barrio suspira y deja ver con claridad pedazos de su carne" (189).
22. Though writing about the Argentine context, Silvia R. Tandeciarz asserts in her 2007 article, "Citizens of Memory: Refiguring the Past in Postdictatorship Argentina" that the built environment is integral to the formation of the new citizen. For Tandeciarz, these spaces, once re-noticed and made visible in the present, bring to the surface buried histories that will: lead to a transformation in the performance of citizenship that the city either facilitates or blocks. Because each historical subject is also the product of the paths he or she has chosen, changes in the landscape can help shape new forms of civic engagement. How individuals inhabit this geography, which routes they choose, and what they encounter along the way can have profound consequences for the construction of their subjectivities and the articulation of civil society. (152) 23. In Nelly Richard's Cultural Residues: Chile in Transition, she outlines and characterizes this period of transition from dictatorship to democracy. Utilizing the term, "democracy of agreements"-a consensual mode of governance promoted by the transition government (1989) that tried to let bygones be bygones in order to move forward as a country-she highlights the painful legacy of refusing to address these difficult memories: "What overflows did the consensus try to limit, in attempting to force a unanimity of voices and conduct related to the formal and technical rationalization of agreement? An overflowing of names (the dangerous revolt of words that disseminate their heterodox meanings in order to name what is hidden-repressed outside the official networks of designation); an overflowing of bodies and experiences (the discordant ways in which social subjectivities break the ranks of identity normalized by the political script or the publicity spot with its zigzagging imaginary lines of escape); an overflowing of memories (the tumultuous reinterpretations of the past that maintain the memory of history open to an incessant struggle of readings and meaning)" (15). It is precisely these "overflows" that Fernández-like other writers of her generation-attempts to capture and work through within the pages of fiction.
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